
Toyota MPV

BOOKING DETAILS TO BE PROVIDED:
1. Transfer details (date, �me or no. of hours required, pick-up point, des�na�on and address)
2. Flight details, if any (will based on actual flight �me in case of any early or delayed flight arrivals)
3. Limousine Transport (vehicle type and number of passengers)
4. Guest details (lead passenger's name, mobile no. with calling code)
5. Special remarks

Don't forget to book your return trip!

*For illustra�ve purposes only. Private Toyota MPV limousines are unmarked vehicles. 

*MidnightFlat rates Normal 

Toyota MPV Transfer

Arrival Transfer (includ. Meet & Greet)

Departure Transfer

Hourly Disposal (min. 3 Hrs)

$65

$75

$65

$65

$85

$95

$85

$85

Rate quoted based on per vehicle per transfer / hour. *Midnight (23:00 - 06:59 Hrs).

Full-Day Package (10 consecu�ve hrs)

Half-Day Package (6 consecu�ve hrs)

Hourly Disposal (3 consecu�ve hrs)

$600

$360

$195

$60 per addi�onal hour

$60 per addi�onal hour

$65 per addi�onal hour

Addi�onal S$20 per hour for midnight surcharge (23:00 - 06:59 Hrs), on top of Package rate

Toyota MPV Package RatesToyota MPV Transtar Rates

Your Luxurious SpaceElegant MPV

Comfortable:

No Luggage:

With Luggage:

3

6

4

0
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The new Toyota MPVToyota MPV Sea�ng Capacity
The Toyota MPV inherent dis�nc�ve and sturdy lokking design accentuates the MPV's 
dynamism and commanding presence.
Conceived as Toyota's flagship MPV, the MPV displays a dynamic and hospitable personality, 
rendered in a streamlined, dis�nc�vely grand format with a spacious cabin and comprehen-
sive features to ensure superior driving enjoyment. Travellers on the Toyota MPV can 
assuredly look forward to endless traveling pleasure and pride.

The new Toyota MPV comes with more elegant exterior, and a luxurious interior. The 2008 
Toyota MPV comes with specially designed front and rear bumpers, including cladding 
panels, discharge headlamps with �nted-glass extensions, rear combina�on lamps a large, 
polished tailpipe and a 17 inch wheels for an enhanced sturdy and intrepid look.

The luxury 7-seater Toyota MPV combines the convenience of advanced and highly 
func�onal ameni�es in an op�mized interior. Climate control air-con with mul�ple air vents 
for all passengers are standard on the MPV. In the AS and AX-L models, the seats can be 
folded down to form a mammoth bed, and the center row slides backwards and forwards 
and spins, allowing the rear occupants to face each other.

SafetyFlexible Seats on the MPV
The last row can be adjuested to and fro, or be folded out of the way, increasing the 
amount of luggage space available.
Entry for passengers is a breeze with its large remote controlled power sliding doors. 
Design of the cabin is classy with wood grain pa�ern panels and display. 

Safety on the MPV is not a compromise. The Toyota MPV comes with ABS with EDB. 
Airbags and seatbelts with pre-tensioners are also standard. 


